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who

in which the College Study in History and Industry and its influence with the Institute.

In other business at the meeting, conducted by the Board, it was decided that the eligibility requirements for the continuation of this distinction, the Splinters senior society and the Varisty Club, should be increased by the taxi driver.

At Newton’s invitation, he also held the University president’s office for some time, but he refused to be drawn into controversy.

The cure for lack of public relations is not consistent with the military tradition.

The medical position of the United States army has never been more
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New Look in Local Theater Marks Gotham Culture Transfusion

City Slow in Fielding N. Y. Productions, But 43rd Ogontz Bridge Dramatic Gap

As Gilded Broadway Slips Little Bohemia Flourishes

The converted movie houses, old barns, and hangars that have been converted to playhouses have in the last few weeks been[...]
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The 43rd Street production is pre-empted by a little theater in Brooklyn, and has its scene nightly.
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From The Sublime...

It would seem that no sooner does the University take a fresh step forward than it moves back two. A classic example of this is in the recent controversy over the construction of Xanthia Long's Hall, McClelland Hall.

The bungalow, meant to serve all dormitory residents including freshmen and upperclassmen. Upperclassmen residents who are members of fraternities are included in those who are permitted to use its facilities. However, the Interfraternity Council rushing regulations forbid contact between fraternity men and women-in-the-dormitory.

We aren't sure how this is going to be resolved. Obviously it would not be possible to exclude fraternity men who are permitted to stay in dormitories. The men who are not staying in dormitories are not as likely to go into the lounge in the middle of a television program or a ping-pong match.

With mixture permitted, we cannot imagine why the lounge of a building that is not to be a women's dorm should be in the wrong class.

The sitter will prove to be an interesting one. We wonder how many members of the L-F-D Disciplinary Committee will be willing to tolerate the lounge during finals.

Construeive Criticism

By Robert L. Israe1off

After viewing every athletic contest in which a varsity or freshman team has been performed on the home ground this past week-end, a few remarks on the situation of the athletic teams and the athletic program must be made.

To put it mildly, Quaker athletes are no longer up to par. As a matter of fact, Philadelphian newspaper offices which were filled with reports of the exploits of the various Quaker teams and their opponents a few years ago during the fall months are now empty.

In addition, Saturday's Fels-Saint Joseph game was a rather sad sight. It was a game that would have been in the news in former times and which may well make available a pamphlet on this confusing subject.

Tall Story

The Pennsylvania Falmouth holds a unique distinction known as the University's annual intercollegiate contest. The contest was held on Saturday afternoon in the Philadelphia Theatre, formerly the University's site of the annual collegiate contest.

It seems only to be a matter of luck to have had such an opportunity. But it is a matter of much importance to have realized the potential of the opportunity. To have been able to take advantage of the opportunity only by the grace of Tall Story's administration is a grace.

The Triangle

By John C. McLeod

The Pennsylvania Triangle is a unique organization known as the University's annual intercollegiate contest. The contest was held on Saturday afternoon in the Philadelphia Theatre, formerly the University's site of the annual collegiate contest.

It seems only to be a matter of luck to have had such an opportunity. But it is a matter of much importance to have realized the potential of the opportunity. To have been able to take advantage of the opportunity only by the grace of Tall Story's administration is a grace.

Surmounting Obstacles, to Help Athlete. No matter how small your problem might seem, you might be able to overcome it by the grace of Tall Story's administration. You should be grateful for the opportunity you have been given.

The Triangle is a unique organization known as the University's annual intercollegiate contest. The contest was held on Saturday afternoon in the Philadelphia Theatre, formerly the University's site of the annual collegiate contest.

It seems only to be a matter of luck to have had such an opportunity. But it is a matter of much importance to have realized the potential of the opportunity. To have been able to take advantage of the opportunity only by the grace of Tall Story's administration is a grace.
Quakers Outscore Bulldogs; Schmidt Star Of The Week

by Arlen Ditt

Co-captain George Schmidt led the Quaker basketball team to a 70-59 victory over the Yale Bulldogs at the Palestra on Saturday night. The win gives the Red and Blue a 2-3 slate for the year and an overall 13-9 record.

Schmidt scored 11 points and landed down 13 rebounds in the tournament. He has hit on eight of nine free throws.

A key factor in the victory was Penn's scoring from the foul line. They hit 26 of 32 compared with seven of 13 for the Danes. This difference was enough to overcome Yale's advantages from the field, 26 to 17.

Yale outscored the Quakers, 8-11 in the first half of the game. A major reason for this was the presence of Yale's guard Gene Stahl who scored 16 points for the Bulldogs.

The biggest break for the Red and Blue came when nine points left in the game when Yale took a 32-23 halftime lead. Before this, he had scored nine points of the team's first 11 points in the opening minutes.

The second half was the Quaker's day as they ran away with the game. Yale, who was down 41-34 at the half, ended up losing 70-59. With this victory, the Quakers moved up two places in the eastern conference standings. At all, Schmidt had two other games with over 13 rebounds.

The second half saw the Quaker play after a strong performance at the first half when they well beaten Yale, 20-2. The Red and Blue fell behind in the beginning when they were behind 15-11 in the first 20 minutes of play.

If the game is anything to go by, the Whirlies will have a tough time in scoring their first eleven points when the point guard, Chris Schmidt, is back in the lineup.

St. Joseph's Hosts St. John's To Highlight Paleostra Action

by Mary Hurlin

St. Joseph's bid to regain the national championship that it lost in 1957 is expected to catch this week's action in the Paleostra. The team's opening game will be against St. John's in the finals of the ECAC East playoffs.

John's is the favorite in the East and is expected to roll over the Whirlies as it has been all year.

The Whirlies have been in the finals of the ECAC East playoffs for the past two years. They lost to St. John's in 1956 and 1957.
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Norbury Tops Best Golfers

by William F. Booth

Norbury is the new king of the local golfing world. His victory in the annual tournament held on the St. Paul Golf Club last week has earned him the title of "Best Golfer of the Year." His score of 73 in the final round tied him with his closest competitor, Mike O'Connell, who also scored 73. The tie was broken by Norbury's superior putting, which was notably better than O'Connell's. The win has assured him a spot in the national golfing circuit and he will be representing his team in the upcoming World Golf Championship.

Slater Outstanding In Swimming Loss

In Swimming Loss Yearlings Conquer Riverdale

Penne tops the local swimming team, winning two of three events in their recent meet against Riverdale. In the 100-yard freestyle, Slater beat Riverdale's Jim Brown by a margin of 4 seconds, a personal best for Slater. In the 200-yard backstroke, he bested Riverdale's John Smith by a slim margin of 2 seconds.

In Williw Warm

Bob Hiltz of the local water polo team, Norbury, has been named the "Most Outstanding Water Polo Player of the Year." His impressive performance in the local league and his participation in the state championships have earned him this honor.

In spite of the challenging weather, the annual Norbury Tripe Trips Tournament was a success, with participants enjoying a day of fun and friendly competition.

Norbury Beats Cornwall

As a freshman at Penn, Norbury showed his skills on the court. He earned a spot on the starting lineup for the basketball team, where he led the team in scoring with a total of 17 points. His performance was particularly impressive in the final game, where he scored a career-high 25 points. The team went on to win the state championship, solidifying Norbury's reputation as a talented athlete.

Penn 13-1

In the final game of the season, Penn came out on top with an impressive 13-1 victory over Yale. The win secured Penn's place in the national rankings and solidified their reputation as a dominant team. The game was marked by strong defense and a well-coordinated offensive strategy, with Norbury leading the way in both categories.

In view of the recent storms, we urge our readers to stay safe and be prepared for any weather-related issues. Stay tuned for updates on weather conditions and ensure your safety.

We're paying $25 each for the hundreds of Thinklish words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's new words from two words—like those on this page. English: INSECT-COUNTER English: FAKE FROG LUCKY STRIKE

Send yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, New York. Enclose your name, address, college or university, and 10 cents. English: VALISE FOR A TRUMPET

Remember! Cash For Your Textbooks

At ZAVELLE'S 3409 WALNUT ST.

Drive your own Car or Rent a Late Model Car. VW VOLKSWAGEN SIMCA RENAULT HILLMAN PORSCHE MERCEDES With Supercharged Fins available ++ or bring it home with you.

The plant, associated with any trade in Europe. No make of en- gineering for the price you pay. Write for full details.

University, Travel Co.

Norbury -- Faulcon

Ask Norbury about his prowess on the links and you'll hear stories. The skill, unquestioning confidence, and good-natured humor that characterize Norbury's play can be seen in every match he plays in. In matches and challenges, he never shies away from a good fight.
Go Varsity
Sale on Men's Wear
Adler Athletic Socks .89

A BILLION
DOLLARS
IN ASSETS

...IN REVENUES!

Here are two significant statistics to consider when you are thinking about your future:

Public Service, one of the leading electric and gas utilities in the nation, has more than $1,000,000,000 invested in its utility plant.

The company ranks fourth in total revenue among investor-owned operating utility companies providing both electric and gas service in the United States.

Serving the highly concentrated residential heart of New Jersey in a thriving territory marked by rapid industrial growth, Public Service is certain to realize a dynamic expansion in the years to come.

You would be wise to consider working for this rapidly growing company. See the Public Service man the next time he is on campus.

Seed for this today. Write now for the new brochure, "Training Courses for College Graduates."

Write Public Service, 60 Easton Place, New Brunswick, New Jersey. Write today—before it's too late.

PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS CO., NEWARK 1, N. J.